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Christmas trees with wooden stands

Here is how to put together the Christmas trees with wooden stands.

Your kit consists of pieces to make 2 trees with wooden stands. You will have two large tree cutouts and
two small ones as well as two wooden stands, one large, one small. If you are having trouble inserting the
trees into the stands, there is an easy fix. Read below.
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First, insert the tree with the split at the top into the stand as shown below.
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Next, slide the tree cutout that is split at the bottom over the first one as shown below.
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When the cutout reaches the stand, use both hands at the same time to guide each of the bottom splits into
the cross in the stand as shown.
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If the tips of the trees do not line up, you can train them by delicately counter bending the split top, then
push it gently back so that the top meets up.
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Repeat for the other tree. 

After use you can easily store the trees by removing them from the stands and store them flat for next year.

Christmas tree ornament kit

I also make ceramics and you can find my ceramics website here: A Home for Ceramics. Follow me on
Instagram where I post about my ceramics journey.

A Home for Ceramics website preview

Some blog posts contain affiliate links to products I use.  More information

This article: Christmas trees with wooden stands first appeared on http://ahomeforcrafts.com.
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I am a Danish American decorating life in Seattle. I love all things design and I am
especially passionate about color, scale and texture.

I can’t think of anything more fun than coming up with a new project, making it,
photographing it and sharing it with you on my websites.
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